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This is a very rules-lite “omni-versal”
fantasy roleplayiing game. A lot of issues
are vague, allowing for house rules, and
possible expansion packs.

You’ll need some paper and pencils,
standard 6-sided dice (aka “d6”), and
grid-style paper for maps.

Turn: A player (or GM) has performed
and resolved all action options.

Round: All players (and the GM) have
performed and resolved all action options.

-Character Traits:
Body-BOD all physical activity.
Brains-BNS all mental activity.
Arcane-ARC ability to use magic.

*Arcane is not a required Trait. If you
don’t wish to be a magic user, simply draw a
line through its ranks (or write NA).

-Assets:
Speed-SPD used when determining turn
order in combat.
Stamina-STA # actions each turn.
Pockets-PKT how many Gear you can carry.
Willpower-WPR ”natural tough” vs damage.
*WPR auto-heals up to 1/2 Health points lost
(rd) at end of every combat. Does not apply
if character dies during combat.

Ex: If your WPR dropped by 2 in combat,
you auto-heal 1 of them when combat ends.

-New Characters
*Give your character a name.
*Choose a race: Human, Orc, Jadima,
Felinos (cat-like), Hyssyys (lizard-like).
*All Traits start at Solid rank. You can lower
one to Novice to make another Expert.
*XP/Level both start at 0.
*SPD: 1+BOD value (ru).
*STA: All start with 3 (+1 if BOD is Expert).
*PKT: All start at 4.
*WPR: BOD value x2 (+1 if ARC is Expert).

*3 Rank system:
Rank Strike Value
Novice 1-2 1
Solid 1-3 2
Expert 1-4 3

Roll 1d6, if equal or less than rank strike,
success. If higher, fail.

-Mods affect the dice on Trait rolls.
(-mods) help, (+mods) hurt.

-STA Use
Not a complete list, more options will be
added in future packs.

Move 1 space Make a Trait roll*
Use 1 Gear Swap Gear w/other^

Open/close door ??
*Each Trait roll over the first in the same turn takes
a +1 mod.
^Both must be 1 space from each other.

-Ranged Attacks
Count as straight a line as possible to target.
Do not count your space, but do count
target’s space.

Dis/spc Range Mod
1 Point Blank -1
2-3 Short 0
4-6 Medium +1
7+ Long +2



If the line to target passes over any objects
(desk, another player, wall corner, etc.), the
line is considered blocked.
You’ll need to adjust where you are in order to
get a clean line of sight to the target.

-Attacks
BOD roll for physical, ARC for magical.
Brawl/Melee-target must be at point blank.
Melee/Ranged: Weapon has “DV+”, number
is how much extra you add to damage total
for the successful attack.

-Armor
3 classes:
Light -1
Medium -2* +1 PKT while equipped.
Heavy -3* +2 PKT while equipped, +1 mod all
Trait rolls while wearing.
Padded Quilt additional -1 to layered armor.
*Lower SPD each turn by this amount.
Dmg --> Armor --> leftover to WPR -->
leftover to Health.

-Willpower>Dmg = no injury, -1 WPR (min 0).
-Willpower=Dmg = no injury, but ???.
-Dmg>Willpower = (Dmg-WPR) leftover pts
lower Health. -2 WPR (min 0).
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Green: no FX.
Yellow: +1 mod all Trait rolls, -1 STA and
SPD (min 1 each).
Red: +2 mod all Trait rolls, STA and SPD
halved (ru).

-Arcane
**Uses mods for ranged attacks.
Paladin Myst (Target, heals 1d3 injuries to
self/others within 2 spaces of caster).
Hellfire Blast** (Target, does 1d6 dmg when
cast, additional 1d3-1 dmg following turn).
Trans Warp (instantly move to any other
location on current map).
Portal (Opens portal to designated “home” or
“base camp”. Remains open for 2 full turns).
Freeze** (Target, SPD/STA = 0 until end of
next turn).
Slow (Target, -2 SPD for 2 full turns).
Shields (Target, lowers damage by -2 for 3
full turns).

Hyper (Target, +3 to SPD for 3 full turns).
Resurrect** (dead character returns, all Traits
at Novice and currently injured at Red zone).
Afflicted (choose 1) (Target suffers chosen
affliction. Each Affliction must be a separate
magic spell).
**Caster must lower ARC Trait rank by -1 (Expert
to Solid, etc.). Must use EP to regain rank as per
normal.

-Minions = 1 XP each killed.
-Monsters = 2 XP each killed.
-BAM’s = 3 XP each killed.
-Costs 5 x Nxt Lvl XP to level-up (Lvl 1 to Lvl
2 costs 5x2=10 XP).

-Get 1 Evolve Point (EP) when you level-up.
-Use Evolve Points (EP) to:
Increase Trait by 1 rank
Learn 1 new Arcane spell (2 EP to learn)
+1 to green (max +4), yellow (max +3), or red
(max +2) on Health track.
+1 to SPD (max score 5).
+1 to STA (max score 4).
+1 to WPR (max score 10).
+1 to PKT (max score 6).

*Advanced Race Option
Adds special abilities to each race

Human
HYOO-mun

*XP cost to level-up is 4x
next level.

Jadima
juh-DEE-muh

*Wears Light or Medium
armor only.

Orc
ORE-kuh

*Ignore +1 mod penalty for
Heavy armor.

Felinos
FEE-lee-nose

*Have claws with DV+1 for
Brawl attacks.

Hyssyys
hih-SEES

*Auto-heals 1 Health at the
end of every Round.**

**Does not apply if killed during the Round.

*Starter Arsenal
Weapon DV+ Cost (g)
Dagger +1 5
Hatchet +1 6
Sword +2 10
Axe +2 12
Mace +2 15
Club +1 10
Glaive * +2 25
Staff * +1 20
Crossbow (arrows) +2 50



Hunter Bow (arrows) +3 100
Slingshot (rocks) +2 25
Whip +1 20

*Can attack targets up to 2 spaces away (+1 mod to hit
at this range).

*Items
Item Cost (g) Game FX
Potion 15 Heal 3 Injuries
Elixir 25 Heal all injuries
Nostrum 20 Heal all WPR
Garlicore 40 +1 STA/2 full*
Warpizipp 40 +3 SPD/2 full*
Powcore 40 +1 BOD/2 full**
Clarity 40 +1 BNS/2 full**
Skeksyys 40 +1 ARC/2 full**
Potable 65 Remove 1 affliction
U-Potable 65 Remove all affliciton

*Lasts number of full turns listed.
**To a max of Expert rank.

*Expanded Armor (Optional)
Armor Rating Cost (g)
Padded Quilt
*Additional -1 rating to
layered armor

(-1) 10

Chameloid
*Enemies all -2 SPD
1st Round of combat.

-1 45

Leather -1 20
Light Plate
+1 PKT

-1 30

Medium Plate
+1 PKT
+1 Trait roll mod

-2 50

Chain Mail
+1 PKT
+1 Trait roll mod

-2 60

Heavy Plate
+2 PKT
+2 Trait roll mod*

-3 80

Heavy Iron
+2 PKT
+2 Trait roll mod*

-3 100

*Take damage total x1.5 (ru) on successful
brawl/melee attacks.

*Affliction
Some monster attacks cause target to suffer
affliction, as well as injuries.
Duration of affliction is always 12-current
WPR score.
Not a complete list, future material may have
new Affliction not listed here.

Berzerk Each attack roll, first roll 1d6:
Even: Attack monster.
Odd: Attack random player.

Blinded +2 mod all Trait rolls.
SPD/3 (rd).

Cursed All healing items/game FX do
damage instead.

Delirious BOD -1 rank (min Novice).
STA/WPR -2 (min 0).

Poisoned 1d3-1 damage at start of each
turn (armor/game FX does not
help against this damage).

Silenced ARC=0 (no ARC Trait rolls).
WPR/2 (ru).

Sleep STA=0 until attacked with at
least 1 injury.

Terrified SPD/STA=1.
BNS -1 rank (min Novice).

Weakened WPR=0 (length of duration is 1/2
normal (rd)).

*Character Card
Name:__________

Race:___________

BODY
BRAINS
ARCANE

XP: Level:
Gold:
_________________
_________________

Speed
Stamina
Willpower
Pockets

Spells

Inventory Armor:
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Green+: Yellow+: Red+:

*Permission granted to copy character card for
personal use.




